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HOW TO MEASURE A DOOR OPENING FOR YOUR MDM STEEL-TEC STEEL DOOR

WIDTH
The width should be
measured brick to brick at
three points - top, middle
and bottom of the opening.
The smallest of these
measurements is taken as
the width. We will deduct
10mm from the
measurement to determine
the final width of the steel
door frame to allow 5mm
clearance each side for
fitting clearance.

HEIGHT
The height should be
measured brick to brick at
three points - left, middle
and right of the opening.
The smallest of these
measurements is taken as
the height. We will deduct
5mm from the measurement
to determine final height of
the steel door frame to
allow 5mm for fitting
clearance.

These guidelines are to help you measure for your new MDM Steel-tec Door and take accurate measurements.
Measure the opening outside on both the height and width. Always measure the exact brickwork opening and not the old
frame or door.
Measure brick to brick in at least three different places and we deduct 10mm from the width and 5mm from the height
measurements to allow for 5mm fitting allowance around the new frame. This will enable you to ensure the new frame
sits plumb and square once in the aperture. Spacers and filler will then be required to secure the frame into place and fill
any gaps.
Please remember:


Do not measure your existing door or frame but measure the structural brick opening.



Measure in at least three different places - we make any fitting allowances on the sizes you provide.



All dimensions to be supplied in metric.

REMEMBER: NO ORDER WILL BE PROCESSED USING ONLINE INFORMATION ONLY – WE WILL
CONTACT YOU TO DOUBLE CHECK YOUR ORDER REQUIREMENTS BEFORE PROCESSING
MANUFACTURE.
If you have any queries or concerns please feel free to contact either by calling 0845

sales@mdmSecurityDoors.co.uk

6580424 or by email on

